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About This Game

After studying away in Taiwan, Shao-Tang finally comes back to his hometown of Nangan to be a receptionist at an inn for the
summer

where he works with his childhood friend Zi-Jin. "Without a love knot, you will be single forever!"

MAIN

Koi Musubi is the latest game developed by Narrator. With full voice-acting and multiple story lines, players will experience the
struggle of a long-distance relationship and separation in the far horizon of Nangan. Different from other stories which take

place in cities, we would like to introduce the beauty of the Taiwanese countryside.

STORY

After studying away in Taiwan, Shao-Tang finally comes back to his hometown of Nangan to be a receptionist at an inn for the
summer where he works with his childhood friend Zi-Jin and enjoys the life in homeland. Everything seems the same as before,

but soon becomes very different...

"Without a love knot, you will be single forever!"

When a nonsense prophecy suddenly appears, as well as a new admirer, the relationship between the two best friends begins to
have a subtle change...
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Title: Koi Musubi
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narrator
Publisher:
Narrator
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium3 1.0GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes:

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Probably great fun in 1994 when it was released but didn't age well. Chat system is useless as the girls themselves don't really
respond to what you're saying. The match-3 system is a rather lazy set up and the voice acting (if you can call it that) is
cringeworthy. I can appreciate cute girls in sports uniforms getting undressed, but this is a cash grab -- stay far away from it..
This USED to be a pretty good game. It's a match three puzzle game that flows to the beat of the music you put in it. In theory.
The game was ok with the beat detection (which is important here because doing things on the beat is the way to succeed), but it
was a little rough in spots. So they put out a patch to improve the beat detection, which just ended up wrecking it beyond repair.
It's just a mess now and does not really match up to your music at all, which is the worst sin for a game based on generating
content from your music. Pass on this one.. Here's the thing: and i normally like these kind of games, but not being able to
configure the rotation keys makes the game almost unplayable on a laptop unless you have a detached\/USB keyboard,
Otherwise, whether with the mouse or touch pad, you have to play 'twister' trying to rotate the screen whilst clicking the tiles.
Good concept, BAD design. It's a no.. Let's be honest. The only bad thing about this game is the poor optimization. It's more
ressource intensive than some AAA titles.

This said, this game so far is a masterpiece of atmosphere, storytelling and horror. The school is probably one of the creepiest
places I've visited in a horror game, and slowly learning what happened there bluilt such a climate of tension and dread, it's
pretty amazing actually. I can't wait for chapter 2, this game is definitely worth every single penny.. I would say.... Just buy it,
you won't regret it.. This game deserves better reviews. Perhaps it has been patched? It works fine for me.

Monster grills are one of the best things ever.

Depending on your tastes I suppose this may not be for you,
game contains:

Monster Grills
Reverse Snuggle Struggle (Non consensual snuggling of a man by a women)
Reverse Gang Snuggle (Some rather feisty goblin girls get the jump on you)
Femdom
Vore
Unbirthing
Death By SnooSnoo
I'm pretty sure the shop keeper is a trap. Not confirmed, but the game refers to them as "Business Man".
Traps aren't gay.

If you came here looking for normie porn this is probably not for you.
If you are after something a little more weird and wonderful then this game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing delicious :P
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Just played the game a little for the first time, it was pretty fun and it's definitely cool to shoot pirates with pirate themed
weapons. Only small gripe I have is how long it takes the level to end after you finish killing all the enemies, but that's pretty
minor. A terrific solitaire game for fans of casual gaming who also enjoy football. The generic football theme and puns from
the announcers are a nice touch and make this a very enjoyable game. There are different difficulty settings for all levels of
players including casual. I recommend this game as a way to relax and unwind before calling it a night after you have watched
football on TV all day. Thanks for the hours of enjoyment devs ! I will be picking up more of your solitaire games to try out as
well.. The art and concept is great but the rest is not.
Art wins for me but not a very good game. Stick to Mortal Kombat if you dont like Robots.
This game needs a lot of work. I needed controller companion just to get my xbox controller to work.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KOeu0bKnv64&t=472s. El Presidente became the new Steven Speiberg

10\/10. If you won't truck through an extremely buggy game, then pass on this one.

The story is very compelling\u2014and while the game isn't killing you: getting you stuck in walls; blasting your ears with
glitched audio; barrading you with typos; not having attacks, which indicate that they've hit, actually hit; or not being allowed to
proceed for whatever unknown reasons\u2014it can be veeeery immersive. Hell, I've spent quite a bit of time on this game on
my first playthrough, and I still haven't completed it. All the side quests are very engaging, and though the game has very little
direction, the main story had me 'pining' to know what will come next. It had that classic, old video game story which deals with
many adult themes very well in the context of a child's game.

So, if you're willing to pay 15$ for a buggy, seemingly incomplete game for a great story and truck through it, then I
recommend this game. Make your assessment, eh?
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